Living with Nature - Green Practices
Complete this worksheet during the live event on Wednesday, November 17th at 10:00 am EST.

Green Practices
Try to get BINGO by completing the tasks in five boxes next to each other horizontally, vertically, or
diagonally. Some boxes are an action, some are question and answer, and some are prompted by
something the expert or host says.
Some plush are made
out of plastic _______

Share a way cardboard
can be reused in your
home

Leslie makes a funny
face

Gift Shop Manager’s
name

One of the ways the
Zoo uses old cardboard

Steve says the phrase
“how cool is that?”

Cardboard Challenge
expert’s name

The type of shipping
Rhode Island Novelty
(RIN) uses

Expert talks about
Global Cardboard
Challenge

This type of plastic
packaging is what we
are trying to avoid

Start

This global company
listened to buyers and
reduced plastic in
packaging

Using this to reduce use
of small plastic strips for
price tags

Ask the expert a
question

Someone says green or
sustainable

The Zoo has sold these
which were made of
peach skin

Define upcycle

Finish

Ask the expert a
question

Cardboard challenge
expert uses the word
play

This was created by
Caine and inspired the
Global Cardboard
Challenge

Leslie giggles or laughs

This has been removed
from tie-downs to
reduce plastic

Ask the expert a
question

Type of bags the gift
shop switched to

Steve says the words
“amazing” or
“awesome”

Free
Green
Space

Living with Nature - Green Practices
Complete this worksheet during the live event on Wednesday, November 17th at 10:00 am EST.

Cardboard Challenge
During this section we will provide some materials and tools to use for the challenge and then give you
some time to come up with your own cardboard creation.

Some prompts to think of:
•

What is your goal?

•

Do you need extra supplies?

Draw a blue print or explain your cardboard challenge entry below.

